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The Big Bang Fair

2b

1
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2d

3

retrieve and record information / identify key details from fiction and non-fiction

2m

He was nervous that he might not win.

Acceptable evidence

➤ shocked

➤ his mouth falls open

➤ surprised

➤ he realises he only has a week to prepare his project

➤ alarmed

➤ he puts his head in his hands

➤ worried.

➤ he groans.

*Please note: the examples of development listed here are not exhaustive. Please allow any other sensible
evidence provided it is indicative of Anil’s feelings.

He was excited to hear what the prize was.

2m

1m

Acceptable points:

✓

He was not interested in taking part.

2b

make inferences from the text / explain and justify inferences with evidence from the text

Acceptable points

Award 1 mark for:
He was keen to show off his project.

2
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Award 2 marks for reference to any of the above acceptable points indicating Anil’s emotions at this point
in the story with development, eg:
− you can tell he is shocked because his mouth falls open when Miss Spindle tells the class about
		the prize

retrieve and record information / identify key details from fiction and non-fiction

− I know that Anil is worried about his project because he groans when Miss Spindle says the winner
		 gets to meet astronauts.

Award 1 mark for all four lines drawn correctly:
Danny

designing a worm hotel

1m

Award 1 mark for reference to any of the above acceptable points indicating Anil’s emotions, without
development, eg:
− he’s shocked

making a skyscraper

Cassandra

− I think he’s surprised about the prize.
Do not accept answers which incorrectly identify Anil’s feelings, eg:
− Anil is excited by the prize.

the twins

building a ship

Toby

collecting shells

1
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4

up to 3m
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2c

summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph

2d

make inferences from the text / explain and justify inferences with evidence from the text

4
1m

Award 1 mark for identifying one characteristic without development, eg:
− Cassandra wants to win the prize
− Cassandra is arrogant.
Please note: relevant synonymous words or phrases can be credited as character traits, eg:

Examples of what she says or does

➤ arrogant / confident /
		 thinks she is going to win
		 the science prize without
		question

➤
➤
➤
		

already planning her trip to NASA’s headquarters
“I’d better decide what to wear”
boasts about her skyscraper project – “It’s even got
lights and a garden roof”

➤ competitive / wants to
		 win / jealous of her
		competitors

➤
		
➤
		

eyes Anil suspiciously when he tells her about
his brilliant project
gets annoyed when Anil suggests she will not win
the special prize

➤ clever

➤ argumentative / stands up
		for herself

− vain
− boastful.

2g

5
1m

➤ knows about NASA
➤ making a skyscraper with lights and a
		garden roof

➤ wonders what Anil’s project is going to be

➤ sensitive

➤ folds her arms across her chest
➤ flushes scarlet when Anil is mean to her.

Award 1 mark for reference to either of the following:
➤ the cobwebs inside the shed.

➤ defends herself against Anil’s mocking

➤ curious

identify / explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of words and phrases

➤ the shed being overgrown with ivy

Do not accept:
− the shed was dark.

*Please note: the examples of development listed here are not exhaustive. Please allow any other
examples of what Cassandra thinks or does provided they are indicative of a character trait.
Award 3 marks for identifying two or more characteristics, where at least one of them is developed with
evidence of what Cassandra says or does, eg:

2b

6a
up to 2m

➤ he cracks open the door
➤ he looks back at the house / at Mum and Priya
➤ he does not enter the shed immediately / he hesitates
➤ he tells himself not to be a scaredy-cat

− she argues with Anil about who is going to win the fair. She’s clever because she is making a 		
		 skyscraper with a garden roof and lights which takes lots of skill
− she is competitive and wants to win the NASA trip. Also I think she is a bit interested when Anil tells
		 her about his brilliant project and wonders what it is.
Award 2 marks for identifying at least two characteristics without development or for one characteristic
that is developed with evidence of what Cassandra says or does, eg:
− Cassandra is an intelligent girl, she boasts a lot

retrieve and record information / identify key details from fiction and non-fiction

Award 1 mark for reference to any of the following, up to a maximum of 2 marks:

− I think Cassandra is very confident because she’s already planning her outfit for the NASA trip but
		 she doesn’t even know if she’s going to win. Also, I think she’s clever because she knows that NASA
		 are rocket scientists and she is also competitive because she wants her skyscraper to win first prize

2m
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continued from previous page

Acceptable points:
Acceptable points

3m
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➤ he swallows.

2d

6b
1m

make inferences from the text / explain and justify inferences with evidence from the text

Acceptable points:
➤ the shed is dark

− she is easily offended because she reddens when Anil says she won’t win the prize

➤ he has not been inside the shed for a long time

− I think Cassandra is a sensitive character and she wants to win
− I think Cassandra is a clever character because she knows about NASA and she is making a 		
		 skyscraper with lights and a garden roof.
continued…

➤ he sees / hears something in the shadows.
Award 1 mark for reference to any of the acceptable points above, eg:
– he’s nervous because it’s very dark inside the shed
– he thinks maybe something will jump out at him because he sees / hears something scuttling
– he sees / hears something move.
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